
INTRO, my notes say only Larry is playing:  C   G   C   C
                 2    2    2   1
Well I might have gone fishing -- I been thinking it over.

The road to the river -- is a mighty long way.

It must be the season -- no rhyme or no reason,

Just takin’ it easy -- it’s my lazy day.

And never mind calling -- ‘cause I ain’t a-comin.’

Just pass on by me -- stay out of my way (Stay out of my way)

‘Cause a little deep thinking -- might drive me to drinking,

Just takin’ it easy. -- It’s my lazy day.

I’m findin’ it easy  --  to mind my own business

I’m keepin’ my nose out  --  of everyone’s way.

I’m takin’ no orders  --  ain’t hirin’ no people,

Just takin’ it easy. -- It’s my lazy day.

INSTRUMENTAL: JUSTIN’S HARMONICA SOLO (strum to verse 1)

    

Ain’t asking no questions  -- Ain’t takin’ advices,

Ain’t doin’ no datin’  --  Ain’t wanting to play.

Just gonna look stupid  --  Don’t wanna meet Cupid,

Just takin it easy  --  It’s my lazy day

Well I might have gone fishin’ -- I been thinkin’ it over.

The road to the river -- Is a mighty long way.

It must be the season -- No rhyme or no reason,

I’m takin’ it easy -- It’s my lazy day.

Just takin’ it easy -- It’s my lazy day.
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The A7 introduces the “modulate up for a change in key”
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Chords for “modulating up,” 
for the change in key


